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About Us
These days FRP (Fiber Glass Reinforced Plastics) has a great utility in industries, commercial
and domestic projects. It is because of its excellent properties and cost-effectiveness. Fibrereinforced plastics are well-matched for any design and construction program that need
precision engineering, weight savings, ﬁnite tolerances and simpliﬁcation of both the
production and operation. They are economical, faster and easier to manufacture than cast
aluminum or steel object etc. Also maintains similar tolerance and material strength.
At Mantra Composites, we cater to such needs of clients with our quality range of products. It
includes FRP Portable Toilet, Security Cabin, Cooling Tower, and Solar Street Light etc. We are
manufacturing these products for Construction, Chemical, Electrical, Agriculture, and other
Industries. With our diversiﬁed products, we are able to develop new concepts for customers
unique needs. Also, we work with new, effective technologies to serve our customers
effectively. Our philosophy is to bring technically good, affordable and reliable products that
suit clients jobs perfectly. We show trustworthiness to all our customers, employees, suppliers
and others.

Our Team
Teamwork is a major strength, due to which we achieve our goals effectively. We have a team
of skilled and competent professionals who work towards successful project execution and
customer satisfaction. They place joint efforts and bring coveted results in terms of costeffective and qualitative products. Also, our team understands the concepts and needs of
clients, and work accordingly. It makes sure to a customer-centric and application speciﬁc
work in the ﬁeld.

Mission
To be the major solution provider for FRP products, and allied structures. We achieve our
mission through proper integration, customer interaction, innovation and detailed
manufacturing work. Also, we work as a team to progress as well as maintain organizational
performance.

Our Products

FRP Kids train for garden

Bio Dijester

Bio Gas Tank

FRP Toilet

FRP Storage Tank

FRP Statues

Prifab Toilet Cabin

FRP double Toilet Block

Mobile Toilet Van

Solar Stud Side

Solar Alternet Blinker

Median Marker

Solar Sign

Solar Blinker

Solar LED Street Light

Solar Flood Light

Solar Street Light

Solar Floating Light
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